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	Event: River View Loppet, 12 / 24 km Classic & Skate, After Hours Ski Trail, Brule, WI. Saturday March 1st
	Forecast: Monday thru Thursday: Colder conditions continue in the Midwest. Occasional light snowfall.  Highs ranged from 0F to 15F during the week. Lows were 0F to as low as -20F nightly. Friday:  Cold, mostly cloudy, a high near 11F in the afternoon. Lows near -10F at night. Chance of a few flurries. Winds 3-6 mph.Saturday: -5F at the New 11 AM race start, slowly rising to only -3F at 1 PM. Humidity medium-low at 61% race start, falling to 55% at 1 PM. Partly cloudy. Winds of 10 mph, making for a wind chill of -22F.
	Structure: For this cold winter here in the Midwest, owning a dedicated cold base ski, waxed numerous times with CH4 is a worthy addition to your ski quiver. There should be virtually no structure in the base. Prepare the cold ski by rounding off the rills with Fibertex, ski on it often to remove p-tex hairs and keep the base filled with cold waxes.Expect cold snow, a firm base that is groomed into corduroy. A dedicated cold base ski flexed for medium conditions would be appropriate. A classic ski that kicks easy, will be an advantage, as this course flows up and down gradual hills with a couple of steeper hills near the middle and towards the end of the loop. After waxing, as an option, use the following structure tool, applying light pressure from tip to tail:Use the Swix T401 Super Riller tool with the 0.25 extra fine linear bit, which will produce a light linear structure. Virtually no structure and a hardened base is the goal.
	Glide Wax: Base Layer:  CH4. Apply 2 layers, let fully cool, scrape and brush.Glide Layer:  LF4 (1 layer). LF3 Cold Powder can also be mixed into the LF4 to further harden the base for the cold, aggressive snow.  Sprinkle the LF3 Powder over the LF4 while it is still warm, then iron both into the base. Let the LF4 / LF3 fully cool, scrape and brush out with the medium bronze brush or fine steel brush, followed by the white nylon brush. Brush again with the horsehair brush and then the blue polishing brush. It also helps to re-brush and polish the base after skiing 15-30 minutes.Top coat:  FC7WS Solid Cold Cera is the top coat recommendation in these low humidity conditions for those athletes looking for every possible advantage. Rub-on the Cera, roto-fleece, then polish with the blue brush.
	Kick Wax: Sand kick zone with #100 grit paper attached to a sanding block, being careful to only sand in kick zone.Apply a thin zone of VG35 binder and iron in. After the VG35 binder has cooled. apply a layer of V40 Blue Extra and iron this in too. Let cool.Apply 2-3 more thin layers of VR30, in a 'pyramid' corresponding to shape of kick wax pocket. Cork each layer. Last layer should be full length of kick zone. Kick wax should be straight forward this weekend


